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By SARAH JONES

NEW YORK As the fashion industry evolves courtesy of technology and a changing retail environment, education
needs to evolve with it, according to panelists speaking at Polimoda's "Fashion Displacement" discussion on Nov.
16.

Courtesy of digital media, aspiring designers and industry hopefuls have access to information and resources even
outside of the traditional fashion school environment, allowing some to build success years before they would be
entering college. However, even with this possibility of early achievement, the speakers stressed the continued
importance of the education that fashion schools can impart, providing designers with a maturity and background
that will enable sustainable careers.

"If we reflect back on what [fashion students] really learn, ultimately it's  about discovering yourself being separate
from everything that's happening out in the industry, and not worrying about how they're going to fit into that cycle
immediately," said Burak Cakmak, dean of fashion at Parsons School of Design.

"So first and foremost, we need to ensure that they're understanding who they are, really looking at the blue sky
ideas, learning new techniques, but more than anything it's  about the community that they are a part of," he said. "So
everyday you're connecting them with new ideas, new people, new ways of doing things.

"So it's  not necessarily about the exsiting cycle, but looking at what are new ways and new cycles that can be created
out of that journey. It's  critical in the four years."

Star power
Suzy Menkes, editor of International Vogue, said that she has witnessed the trend of luxury houses scooping up
young designers as far back as 20 years ago or more. For these historic brands, these emerging talents were a
means to create a newness.

However, once these young stars had been within the organization for awhile, brands began to realize that they
could accomplish this modernity themselves. As a result, the long-term relationship between house and creative
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director, as seen with Karl Lagerfeld and Fendi, is  no more, with tenures becoming shorter and shorter.

Raf Simons' three and a half year stretch at Dior was just one of the recent short tenures at major fashion houses

Ms. Menkes also noted her concern that these designers, many of whom are in their 20s, are being overworked.
Their responsibilities, including what might be 12 collections a year as well as maintaining their own label, leaves
them with little downtime.

Blogger Aimee Song, who boasts more than 4 million Instagram followers, said that brands will have to decide
whether they want to listen to consumers and maintain this endless cycle, or if they would rather keep the integrity of
their designs.

Julie Gilhart, a fashion consultant and the former senior vice president/fashion director at Barneys New York, said
that brands, particularly large houses, often look to data to dictate strategy. However, she argued that the companies
that are successful are those that are led by gut feeling, pointing to the successes when buying for Barneys that came
about not from hard statistics, but from intuition.

One of those labels that is guided by gut is Gypsy Sport. Rio Uribe, the founder/creative director has received awards
for his diverse, inclusive designs, but he said that his activism was accidental, as he just stayed true to himself and
tried to find a place within the industry while casting friends in his shows.

The balance between creative schooling and business background also came up, as panelists noted that there
probably should be more of a balance in coursework, but also stated that schools are generally not there yet.

"You have the tendency to find convergence between different industries, between different job profiles, so we ask
brand managers to be creative and not accountants, and we ask designers to be also entrepreneurs and do
everything by their own," said Danilo Venturi, director of Polimoda.

"It's  something happening in society everywhere," he said. "It's  like when you have magazines who want to be
educators and they start courses and you have fashion schools doing magazinesit's  convergence. And the same is
happening in the school programs. You teach to some profiles to be this and that.

"And then whenever you have convergence, you have also divergence. The course that is best performing in terms
of fashion education industry is called collection design. It means that people apply for a master course where they
learn to make a collection, which is very narrow, very specific, very divergent. It means that we teach them to do
everything but they didn't learn what they have to do.

"This is a statementsometimes the very old is the new thing, because we forgot about it."

Many of the thousands of students entering fashion colleges wanting to be a star designer, but for many this will not
come to be. Mr. Venturi said that it is  an educator's role to help students become who they are, whether that is a
celebrity designer or someone who fills  another role in the industry.
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Panelists, from left: CFDA's Sara Kozlowski, Parsons' Burak Cakmak, International Vogue's Suzy Menkes, blogger
Aimee Song, Central Saint Martins' Fabio Piras, moderator Linda Loppa, Polimoda's Danilo Venturi, Gypsy Sport's
Rio Uribe and consultant Julie Gilhart

Panelists also discussed the fashion industry's relationship with education.

Fabio Piras, MA fashion course director at Central Saint Martins, said that brands miss out on opportunities to work
with schools. Partnerships, including sponsorships, are vital to the continued existence of courses.

He also noted that it is  educators' job to alert the industry to the fact of prospective students who do not have access
to college because of the cost. Without sponsoring talented individuals' schooling, fashion may miss out on their
additions to the industry.

Changing commerce
See-now, buy-now is a trend sweeping across the industry, making headlines for both adopters and dissenters of the
model.

Earlier this year, the Council of Fashion Designers of America released a report about the role of New York Fashion
Week, which spotlighted the industry-wide agreement on a need for change.

In the report, conducted in partnership with Boston Consulting Group, the CFDA does not endorse a single solution,
but rather lays out a number of possible answers identified by designers, media and retailers (see story).

The CFDA's director of education & professional development Sara Kozlowski said that the report's results frustrated
some, since it left the ideal solution open for brands to decide.

Runway show looks by Adam Selman as part of the CFDA/Vogue Fashion Fund

Fashion shows as a marketing or media vehicle are being challenged. The sheer number of events during each of
the global fashion weeks means that editors and even influencers such as Ms. Song cannot possibly attend every
show.
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From a media perspective, Ms. Menkes said that sometimes showroom visits can be more effective than a runway
show. For instance, a designer may be able to communicate what makes them unique more easily in a conversation
than with a parade of models.

Mr. Uribe said that while he had success getting noticed with runway shows when he was starting out, he has seen
friends in the industry switch to more intimate presentations.

Naturally, social media has stepped in as a means for designers to get noticed, however the desire for Instagram
content has also prompted brands to want to do shows. On the same side, digital media means consumers do not
have to wait for a magazine to come out to tell them what to buy.

Mr. Cakmak said that fandom for a brand on Instagram does not happen overnight, but rather through continued
interaction.

With the election results in, and a president-elect that has said he does not believe in climate change, one attendee
asked the panel about the fashion industry's responsibility in sustainability.

Ms. Gilhart said that she brings the issue up to every brand she meets with. She believes that since fashion is an
industry centered on change, the players within will be open and active on the cause as long as they are given a
slight nudge.

"I would love for fashion to be a platform that includes everybody," Ms. Gilhart said. "And it's  such a big business
and it touches everyone everywhere, and I think if we can use that as a tool to empower people, to make the
environment better, to do all those things that we need to do to make the world a better place, let's use it."
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